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perspectives of the physical and biological characteristics of

forests throughout America, and uses geographic software

to condense this information into a series of maps that 

portray the quality and distribution of what remains. This

highlights the “keystones” of our remaining forests. These

keystones are the largest relatively undamaged contiguous

forested areas that include the broadest spectrum of plant

and animal species, and the widest array of forest types. If

the results occasionally surprise the reader, it may be because

salamanders, mollusks, trout and grizzly bears are all on 

relatively equal footing here. This approach is more

comprehensive than traditional assessments of forest 

structure and condition, and is consistent with the emerging

scientific understanding of the importance of every fiber in

the cloth of plant and animal communities.

America’s Keystone Forests offers a way forward for

those who care about all aspects of the grandeur, majesty,

splendor and bounty of America’s forests. This cannot be the

only way forward: complete restoration and protection of all

of these keystone forests would not in itself guarantee the

continued survival of every one of the plants and animals liv-

ing in our national forests today. Nor would all of these key-

stone areas total up to anything like the size of Roosevelt’s

original national forest and park designations. But if we save

these keystone forests and follow through with other impor-

tant national, regional and local efforts to discover, protect

and restore natural diversity in every form, we will have

upheld Roosevelt’s legacy and made good on our 

responsibilities to many generations to come.
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Grandeur.  Majesty.  Splendor.  Bounty. President Theodore

Roosevelt used these words a century ago to describe some

of the great, unique and unspoiled landscapes of America.

Informed by a lifetime of experiences in wild places, and

inspired by the original thinking of early conservationists like

John Muir, Roosevelt was not content to stand and admire

the scenery: he placed some 230 million acres into scores of

national forests, parks, wildlife refuges and other preserves.

For decades, Roosevelt’s foresight has helped each genera-

tion pass on priceless pieces of our natural heritage to the

next.

Any heirloom begins to lose luster after decades of

shoddy treatment, and some of Roosevelt’s treasures have

become tarnished and threadbare. While national parks and

wildlife refuges have held up relatively well over the years,

many national forests have faltered and declined. So, too,

have many of the plants and animals that once inhabited

our national forests in great abundance.

If the last 100 years tested Roosevelt’s National Fore s t

System, they also gave birth to the natural sciences of 

e c o l o g y, conservation biology and computer-assisted geog-

r a p h y. These fields of study, unavailable to Roosevelt, have

helped us grasp more completely that natural grandeur and

bounty arise not only from windswept vistas and jagged

peaks, but equally from the intricacy, stability and extent of

the interwoven web of plants and animals that live together

in a place. We must now arm ourselves with these new tools

and this deepened understanding, and see how we can

maintain and expand Roosevelt’s conservation foresight into

the next century.

America’s Keystone Forests: Mapping the Next 100 Years

of Forest Protection draws upon recently developed scientific


